The Bulgarian-Italian company “MERKOM” LTD was
established in April, 1999 and it is an official distributor
for Bulgaria of the Italian plants, as follows:
Cortem GROUP S.p.A - special-purpose explosion-proof electrical
equipment.
Palazzoli S.p.A. – industrial, consumer, explosion-proof and ship
electrical equipment;
SCAME Parre S.p.A – systems and components for electrical installations;
Giovenzana International B.V. – panels for control of cranes and lifting hoists; technical control equipment;
Marlanvil – electro-technical materials for domestic purposes and
lighting;
Elettrocanali S.p.A – articles for electrical installations made of
highly resistant techno-polymer;

Scope of Activity:
The Company realizes import and trade with electric insulation materials,
electric equipment for the industry, civil engineering, mining, chemical industry, lighting fittings, explosion-proofed technique “Ex”:
Components and accessories for electric installations - pipe unions, clamps,
terminals, cable grids and channels;
Switches and contacts for hidden and open-air installations - IP44, IP55,
IP67;
Industrial electric components - aluminium and plastic junction boxes, metal
and plastic cabinets, industrial multipolar plug-in connections, circuit breakers, buttons and rotational switches, industrial adapters and extenders,
switches and contacts placed into module boxes, portable work tables with
in-built contacts for the civil engineering;
Lighting fittings - illumination for hung up ceilings, luminous information
modules, specialized illumination - industrial, park, street; illumination for
floor mounting, emergency lighting;
Explosion-proofed electric equipment “Ex” for the chemical, pharmaceutics
and petrol-chemical industry, and mining;
Automatic cut-outs, flaw-current protections, etc;
Control panels for cranes and hoist.
Import and trade with el. insolation materials, el. equipment in the field of industry, accessories for el. installation, specialized lightings, explosion-proof
el. equipment EX.

Application area: ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT, LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Products:

low voltage electric equipment, automatic circuit breakers,
fault (residual) current protection devices, switches, sockets, relays, contactors, circuit breakers, disconnectors, timers, programmators, switchboards,
buttons, switches, indicators, connectors, terminals, control panels, switch
cabinets, indoor lighting, industrial lighting, emergency/evacuation lighting,
explosing-proof lighting, road lighting, park and garden lighting, domestic
lighting, stage lighting, LED lighting, electrical insulation materials, cables,
cable accesories, cable trunking, cable support equipment, lighting fixtures

CORTEM GROUP is established in the year 1968, it designs and manufactures explosion-proof electrical equipment. Thanks to the on-going technological innovations and continuous improvement today it is an industry
leader. Cortem is among the first competitors in the petrol and gas industry.
The products manufactured by Cortem Group are certified in accordance
with the European ATEX and Ex IEC and have received international certificates for the Russian GOST market, GOST-R. The compliance with these
strict standards in the construction guarantees the safety of the workers and
protection of the environment. They are manufactured in the following types:
Ex-e, Ex-d, Ex-i, Ex-n.

PALAZZOLI established in the year 1904 in Brescia, Italy; it is one of the
companies in Europe of long standing in the manufacture of electrical systems and components. It manufactures more than 8000 articles, mainly directed toward work under severe conditions where the usual electrical
equipment would not withstand.
The company stands by the traditions and quality and thanks thereto it
sells its products successfully all over the world and finds even more and
more upholders.

SCAME Leading company in the manufacture of electrical materials,
was established in the year 1963 г. As a group includes more than 19
companies around the world with approximately 800 employees. Modern
equipment, robotized assembly works and painstaking control for guaranteeing the quality of the product.
SCAME manufactures over 10,000 articles. These include a wide range
of components and systems for electrical installations suitable for industrial and non-industrial purposes.
SCAME exports its products to over 80 countries across 5 continents

GIOVENZANA International B.V. It was established
more than half a century ago and thanks to its skilful management the company has achieved and keeps leading positions in Europe and around the
world. The company is a leader in the sphere of manufacturing technologies,
that is systems for control of lifting mechanisms, command and control apparatuses, automatic switches.

MARLANVIL The company was established over 25 years ago. Recently
it is one of the most dynamically developing companies in the sphere of
electrical engineering, being in the possession of 3 plants in Italy.
Improving the efficiency and productivity, the esthetic appearance and
originality make the products of Marlanvil, more personalized, attractive
and more adapting to integrating in an environment where they should be
put into.

ELETTROCANALI Group, based in Scanzorosciate, at the foot of the Alps,
is an industrial company which won its recognition more than forty years
ago. Directed towards the sphere of manufacture and placing on the market of products for electrical installations made of highly resistant technopolymer.
Presently the group is in the possession of 4 manufacturing sites, one
subsidiary located in France and export to more than 45 countries.
ELETTROCANALI can offer a wide assortment of products for lowvoltage electrical installations: cable trunking systems, distribution boards,
industrial plugs and sockets, as well as modular distribution enclosures
and junction boxes for flush and wall mounting, rigid and pliable fittings for
cable systems and conduits.
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